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A topic has not been attgmpted
pravigmsly 1n the Soeiety was

introduced and very well handled by
Keith Hutchinson. -A big attendama
@E Members was given an interesting

and absogbing lecture en Keith's
methods for phetographiflg fetus.

Keith covetea camera, accessories,

compasitim. depth.- 3f field; and
1mm: in his amines},
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Thank mu very much Keith and thank
you Member: fat: bringing in yam:
slides.
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be Red Hill. Ema title of Rod‘s
talk is “Ferns of the, Blue
Mountains, mam!

As usual the Meeting will cwmmemce

at 6.00 ?.m. in the Burning
Hattieultuml Callege Hall. Swan.

Street, ernley.
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1.!- OCTOBER MEETING:

We are fortunate to have as our speaker

at our October Meeting Mr. Rod Hill.

Rod's talk will be titled:

"Ferns of the Blue Mountains N.S.W."
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PRESENTATION TO ALBERT JENKINS

At the September meeting, a presentation was made to Albert Jenkins; a

token of appreciation of his work as Vice—President and Member of the
Society. Albert was presented with a China plate, hand painted to
describe a beautiful fern.

Speaking on behalf of Members, Chris Goudey recalled the early
formative days of the Fern Society and the influence which Albert had
on original and subsequent organization; Chris said that Albert was

committed to the work of setting up public displays and providing his
own beautiful ferns for such displays. Other organizations have also

benefitted from Albert's expertise in display presentation. Chris
also said that Albert could always be depended upon to attend at

meetings one hour before commencement in order to involve himself in
hall preparation.

Since coming together in their involvement with the Fern Society,

Chris said that he has come to regard Albert as one of his closest

friends.

In support of Chris, Bill Taylor endorsed his remarks and expressed

regret that Albert has had to relinquish his position as Vice-

President. Bill added that to him Albert is seen as a conetructive,

practical innovator; always capable of finding a solution to a

problem.

Responding, Albert thanked the Society for the gift and for the
tributes expressed. He said that he enjoys his involvement with the
Society, particularly the friendship and fellowship which abounds
here. He was happy that his wife, slowly recovering from serious
illness, had been able to accompany him on two recent speaking

engagements.

From us all, good luck and God bless you Albert.



Guest Speaker Regort — 13th September, 1984

nKeith Hutchinson's talk — "My Methods for Successful Fern Photography
was the first of its kind for the Society. It was very well prepared
and delivered in an interesting and informative manner.

Keith told us that because ferns grow in poor light situations, the

camera has to be used in such a way as to take advantage of whatever

light is available. A photograph taken in natural light is usually
superior in quality and colour to that taken with flash.

1. Eguigment: The camera should be a single lens reflex type; one

which can be forcused on the subject by viewing through the lens. The

S.L.R. camera will also feature aperture readings (R—stop): shutter
release speeds, film speeds (A.S.A.) and a built—in light meter.

Keith demonstrated accessories which are useful in producing good
photographs. These included the tripod, upon which the camera is
mounted in poor light, and a shutter release cable which allows slow
shutter release (use of available light) and eliminates movement or

shudder of the camera at the time of exposure.

A macro-lens; one which is used for close-ups then right through the

distance range to infinity is very useful. A few clamps were shown;
these can be attached to branchlets etc. and used as an alternative to

the tripod.

A battery operated flash unit was shown, and by bouncing the flash off
a white umbrella positioned above the camera, special lighting effects
are possible. Also a mirror can reflect a light source back into a

fern to give good results.

2. Comggsition: Keith believes that composing your pictures properly

is most important. By use of a blackboard Keith showed us the basics

of division of the slide frame. This is divided into thirds in both

horizontal and vertical directions. The corners of the centre square
thus formed should be the areas of most interest in the photograph.

In contrast to this, placing the subject right in the centre of the
picture should be avoided.

Tracks, streams and pavements should lead into the picture but not out
of it. Odd numbers of objects compose more pleasantly than even

numbers - i.e. prefer one or three fern specimens to two or four.

3. Depth of Field and Lighting: To achieve depth of field, that is

sharpness and good definition in your photographs, use a small
aperture (F—stop). Settings from F-8 through to F—16 should be the

aim. To complement this F—stop setting, the shutter release speed
should be set at 1/15 second or slower providing the camera is mounted
upon a tripod and a shutter release cable fitted.

4. ImEact: In competition judging, Keith said that the impact of a

slide photograph on the viewer during the first fifteen seconds of
screening goes a long way in the judge‘s assessment of the value of

the slide.



5. Conclusion: Several Members brought slides to the meeting. some

of which had been photographed in China. Keith used all of these to
explain points regarding definition, lighting and composition.
Finally Keith screened slides which had been entries in recent
Photographic competitions. These were outstanding and completed a
most enjoyable and instructive night.

Vice—President Albert Ward capably moved a vote of thanks on behalf of

Members.
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RAIN FORESTS AND FERN GULLIES:

(Continued from the September issue)

Queensland

The Eungella National Park

Eungella National Park lies eighty

kilometres (50 miles) due west of

the central Queensland town of

Mackay. The park is part of the

Clarke range; its area slopes away

almost to the coast on its eastern

side and towards Finch Hatton on the

west.

Approach is made only from Mackay up

the Pioneer Valley and through the

little township of Finch Hatton.

This road passes through extensive

sugar cane fields and their
associated sugar refining mills‘

Historically the Mackay — Pioneer
Valley area is one of those where

bitter and intense struggles once

took place between the sugar cane

farmers and white cane workers. The

farmers had imported cheap labour in
the form of Kanakas from islands in

the Pacific and preferred these to
local white skinned workers. The

practice of using Kanakas was
stopped by the Commonwealth

Government in the late 18005.

Some confusion exists regarding and

status of the town Eungella.

Actually Eungella is not a town at

all; the only building of note is
the Chalet and on some maps the

place is referred to as Dalrymple

Heights. Accommodation can be

obtained at the Chalet 0: at Finch

Hatton.

The word Eungella is aboriginal and

means "Land of Cloud". This is a

marvellously descriptive word
because cloud often covers the range

providing those moist humid
conditions in which ferns grow so

well.

There is an amazing number of fern

species to be seen here with an

equally amazing diversity of

character. Much of this Park is

wilderness and inaccessible; so

untamed in fact, that only recently
a honeyeater was found and named for

the first time. It is now known as

the Eungella honeyeater.

Within the Park there are neat well

kept picnic and barbeque areas. The

pathways into the rain forest are
well graded and maintained.

Stags, elks and birds nest ferns are
plentiful and huge; these in turn

are hosts to Pyrossias (felt ferns),

Davallias (Hares foot ferns) and

Aspleniums (Willow spleenwortsL
There are several tree fern species

to be seen, with prickly tree fern

(Cyathea Leichardtians) and the
black tree fern (C. Rebeccae) being

outstanding.

0n the western slopes of the Park a

large, magnificent fern will be
seen. This is Marattia Salicina

(Potato Fern), a close relative of

Angiopteris Evecta. The two are

very similar and can be easily

confused. However, if the stem of a

frond of Marattia is cut, the stain

which issues is purple.



Schellolepis subauriculatum, an

epiphyte with long pendant fronds

grows from the backs of elks whilst

on the jungle floor Adiantum

Cunninghamiii and Adiantum Formosum

are beautifully prominent. A
beautiful dark green filmy fern,

Selanodesmium Elongatum grows in the
soil in quite dark situations.

Out in more open places, even on the

roadsides, the giant scrambling fern

(Diplopteriygium Longissimum) grows

in huge masses to 4.5 metres (15

feet) high. At first glance one is
reminded of a clump of»scrambling
coral fern, but pinnae and

everything else about it is huge.

A short trip to the Finch Hatton

Falls is well worth the effort. In

this area other unusual ferns will

be found. As you walk along the

track which leads into the Finch

Hatton gorge, look among the shrubs

in damp, sandy places for the snake

fern(Lygodium Reticulatum). This

fern is a creeper which climbs

abundantly through the shrubs.

Further into the gorge and quite
near to the pathway, the dark green
Asplenium Paleaceum should be seen,
then among the rocky outcrops in
fairly open situations, the bulky
Microsorium Punctatum occurs. It
grows in thick colonies atop of the
boulders.

Eungella National Park is a fern
enthusiasts dream. You will need
quite a few days there in order to
see it all.

DOUG THOMAS

Acknowledgements

Historical: Australian Encyclopedia
Fern Identification:

National Herbarium, Brisbane
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MAXICROP IS USED
AND RECOMMENDED BY

PRESTON GARDEN CLUB.

Maxicrop
The world's first 100% organic liquid

seaweed plant food.

Seaweed contains over sixty different trace

elements and numerous naturally—occurring

growth factors, many of which are known to

be important for plant growth and development.

VICTORIA: 4t375 Bayswater Rd., Bayswater.

Vic. 3153. Tel. Melb. (03) 720 2200
PO. BOX 302 Bayswater'Vic. 3153.

 



WE WERE WRONG

Members' attention is drawn to a reference in the September, 1984

Newsletter on Page 9 against the Item (b). The item with respect to,

" ... takings from the Annual Show" is incorrect and should have read:

(b) Takings from the Annual Show, which have been subsidising the

production of the Newsletter, were only 9% less than the previous

year after expenses. Attendance figures in 1984 were just over

half of those for 1983.

The Editor and Executive Committee apologize for the error and trust

that Show Sub-Committee Members have not been disheartened or

discouraged by it.

DOUG THOMAS
(PRESIDENT)
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FERN SOCIETY TOUR TO THE OTWAY RANGES

Details have now been finalised for the Fern Society tour to the Otway

Ranges, and bookings have been made for 45 people. The tour has been

booked for the weekend of the 17th and 18th November.

The coach will leave Melbourne at 8.00 a.m.ron the Saturday and return
on Sunday evening (not too late).

We will visit the best, most accessible fern areas in the Otways such
as Mait's Rest, Melba Gully, Beecham Falls, Grey River Scenic Reserve,
Turtons Track and other places of interest.

A barbecue lunch will be provided by the Bus Company on the Saturday
and the Saturday and our overnight accommodation and breakfast will be
at the Bay Park Motel, Apollo Bay.

The cost of the tour will be approximately $44.00 per person, which
includes the coach and all meals except tea on the Saturday evening,

which we can buy in Apollo Bay.

There are still a number of vacancies left; if you are interested

please see me at the October meeting.

CHRIS GOUDEY

k******t**t*****i*t***ttt***

LORD HOWE ISLAND TOUR

The Fern Society tour to Lord Howe Island in May 1985 is booked out.

It is not surprising that a tour to such a beautiful island has proved

to be so popular.

If you have been thinking of going, but have left it too late please

accept my apologies. ‘

CHRIS GOUDEY



 

(SEE ARTICLE OPPOSITE) 
Meemeeeeeeeeeemeeeseaeae:29:9:eaw::2*e-I::211:21Maw.:2esssfieeeeeaeeze

FERN SOCIETY OF VICTORIA - PAYMENT OF SUBSCRIPTION FOR YEAR 1984-85

Single Membership : $12.00 Family Membership : $15.00

Single Pensioner : S 8.00 Full—Time Student : 5 8.00

2 Married Pensioners : $10.00



BOOK NOTES FOR PLATYCERIUM GROWERS AND HOBBYISTS

by Ralph Hughes

THE AMERICAN STAGHORN

Platycerium andinum Baker, the American Staghorn, is discussed in

Ferns and Allied Plants with Special'Reference to Tropical America, a

857 page book by Rolla M. Tryon and Alice F. Tryon, published by

Springer-Verlag, New York. 1982. $148. It represents one of the 127

tropical and temperate American genera illustrated with photos,

drawings, diagrams, and electron micrographs. Elbert Hennipman

reviewed the treatment of this genus on pages 738-743.

of special interest to the staghorn hobbyist and grower is specific,

though fragmentary information on ecology and geography. The American
staghorn, limited in distribution to Andian South America, as known by
several collections in Peru and Bolivia, grows from 100 to 1200 meters

(300 to 4,000 ft) on the eastern slopes of the Andes where on occasion

it grows "in clumps of 6 feet or more across“. Ralph H. Hughes

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

SPORE LIST - OCTOBER :

Spore samples may be purchased at monthly meetings, or by sending a

list of your requirements with 20 cents for each species requested
Elus 50 cents for packaging and postage to Mr. W. Bright, 520 Burke

Road, Camberwell 3124.

A cheque made payable to “The Fern Society of Victoria" is the
preferred method of payment for spore. Postage stamps in 30, 10 and 5

cent denominations may also be forwarded for small orders. Please

allow two to three weeks for postage.

Many species are still available from the list published in the

newsletter, but if ordering from this list, please include a

supplementary list in case some species are depleted.

Instructions on propagation from spore are also available for an extra

10 cents.

Continued overleaf
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PLOULRINU HOLLY-FERN

PRLCKLY SHIELD-FERN

MOTHER SPLEENUORT

MOTHER SPLEENUORT
THREE IN ONE FERN
NECKLACE FERN
COMMON SPLEENUORT

JAPANESE PAINTED FERN

GRISTLE FERN
LANCE UATER-FERN
CROUN FERN
RAY URTER-FERN
DUARF TREE—FERN

SOFY HATER-FERN

FISHBONE UATER-FERN

HnHHOCK FERN
STRAP UhTER-FERN
ALPINE UATER-FERN

WEDGE NATERuFERN
HARD MATERHFERN
ROCK FERN
DINUNG

FLORIDA IREE FERN
COMMON GROUND-FERN
ROUGH fREE-FLRN

U16 TRCE”FERN

COIN SPOT TREEuFERN
COIN-SPOT lREEuFERN
SLENDER TREEuFERN
SILVER TREE"FCHN
PRICKLY YREE-FERN

HIX)(3"84)
ULRCK TREEurERN

HOLLY FERN

BRIllLE ULRDDER‘FERH
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N DAUALLIA PYXlDATA¢2nU4) HnRL/S F001 FERN
I SOLIUA =RUFFLCD 0Rann:(J'04)

NI DLNNSTAEUfln DRUHLLIUIDES(3-U4) LACY GROUND-FERN

N DlCKSONlA ANTnRCTJCfi(Z~Bk) SOFT TREE-FERN
FIRROSR(11"83) UHEKlvPONBA
LnNAlfl(IO-UU)

SGURRROSfi(3‘UG) UHEKI

N YOUNGIfiE(S=GLU FURH)(12-83) BRISTLY TREE-FERN
N DIPLAZIUH ASSIHILLC1U"UH)

N fiUSTRALE(2"B4J AUSTRAL LRDY-FERN

Ni DOODIA A5PERA(3"UA) PRICKLY RASF-FERN
NI CAUDATQ<2~U3) SHALL RASP-FERN
N HRXIHA(S_B4) _ GlANT RASP FERN
N MEDIA(U-UQ) COHHON RASP~FERN

I DORYOPTERIS PEDHTA(1U~BS) HAND FERN
N DRYOPTERIS ATRATA(1mfl4) SHQGGY SHIELD FERN

CRYTHROSORH(4"U4) AUTUMN FERN

GYMNOSORUS<3N83)
SP:(FILlefiAS)(3*84) (HQLE FERN)
SP=(HIXED)(3-83)
5P(12“B3)

u SPw2(2'U4)

HUHATQ GRIFFITHIANn(fi"84)

N HYPOLEPIS PUNCTATA(3"04) DOUNY GROUND FERN
N LASTREOPSIS QCUMINQIA(2“B4) SHINY SHIELD-FERN
N HISPIDA(4M84) BRISTLY SHIELD-FERN
NI HICROSORRC4~84) CREEPING SHIELDnFERN
N HUHITA(B-UBJ
NI SMITHIRNA(2-83)
N SP:(3 DIFFERENT SPECIES)(9-83)
N SP=(6-UNKNOUN SPECIES)(9"83)
N LUNAIHYRIUH JAPONICUH(S-84) JAPANESE LADYrFERN
H LYGODIUH fiICROPHYLLUH(S-84) ‘ CLIMBING HAIDENHAIR

HARRTTIA 8P:(SALIC[FOLIH)(6-83)
Ni HICROSORIUH DIUERSIFOLIUH(2—B4) KANGAROO FERN

I PARKSII(2—U4)
NEPMROLEPIS CORDIFOLIA SPLUHOSA?=(10-83)

I :EASTERN ZIMBABUE GIANT:(?)
N! OPHIOGLOSSUH PENDULUH(6~B4) RIBBON FERN
NI PELLAEA FALCATA(3-83) SICKLE FERN
N FALCRTA NnNA(11-83) DURRF SICKLE-FERN

N PARADOXA<11-83)

U1RIDIS(8-82)
I PHYLLITIS SCOLOPENDRIUfi(3-84) HARTIS-TONGUE FERN

NI FLATYCERIUH SUPERBUH(2-Ué) STAGHORN FERN
PLCUROSORUS RUTIFOLIUS(U—83) BLQNKET FERN

I POLYPODIUH ANGUSTIFOLIUH(4~E4) NARROW LEAF STRAP FERN
I AUREUH(3-B4) GOLDEN POLYPODY
i AUREUH =HANDAIANUH=(6-84)
I FORHOSANUH(12*83) GRUB FERN

N POLYSTICHUM AUSTRALIENSE<1U-83) '
N FORMOSUH¢12-83) BROAD SHIELOrFERN
N PROLIFERUHt12-83) MOTHER SHIELD-FERN

I SETIFERUfi:CULTIUAR:(2w84)

I TSUS-SIHENSE(4-B4) TSUS-SIHA HOLLY-FERN
N PTERIS COHANS(2-84) NETTED BRAKE

CRETICQ 19LBOLINEATA:(12-83) RIBBON BRflKE

Nu ENSIFORHIS(IO-83) SLENDER BRRKE
HENDERSONII(2-84)
HflCILENTn(4*84) NEU ZEALAND DRAKE

I HULTIFlDA<2—84) SPIDER BRAKE
SENIPINNRTA(2-84)

N TREHULA(2—84) TENDER BRAKE
N UHUROSA<1U-HJJ JUNGLE BRAKE
~N UITIATA(€-84) CHINESE BRAKE

RUMOHRA ADIRNTiFORHIS<CnPE FORN)(2—84) LEATHER FERN
N ADIANTIFORHIS<NRTIUED(2—84) LEATHERY SHIELO-FERN

N! SCHELLOLEPIS SUGAURICULATR<6H84)
i SCYPHULARIA PENTAPHYLLA(4-84) BLACK CATERPILLAR FERN
I THELYPTERIS PATENS =LEPIDH=(?)

N TOOEQ DARUARA(12—BB) KING FERN

{ll lHUICATLS SPECILh 1N SHOUT SUPPLY

(H) IHULUQILU NAIIVL AufilflflLlflH HPtCltS
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BURKE AND WILLS - KILLED BY A FERN?

The forthcoming film on the journey and the death of the two explorers

will again focus attention on their tragic end.

It is likely that the fern Marsilea played a significant role in their

final end.

Many people are aware that Burke and Wills were supplied by the
aborigines with fish and nardoo cake during their last days in Central

Australia.

Nardoo flour is prepared from the shorocarps of the aquatic fern

Marsilea whose leaves resemble a large four leafed clover. Professor

Ewart states of nardoo: "In time of scarcity the shorocarps of
Marsilea are ground into a yellowish powder by the aborigines. Cakes

made from it are astringent, contain tannin, and are highly
indigestible".

wills, who studied medicine for a period, wrote a note to his father a
few days before he died: "My dear father, these a probably the last

lines you will ever get from me. We are on the point of starvation,

not so much from absolute want of food, but from want of nutrient in

what we can get".

Dr. Beckler, the medical officer with the expedition, told the

subsequent Royal Commission that scurvy was the major factor in the
deaths. However, he added that the scurvy was not typical, the usual
skin and gum sores were absent, instead the main symptoms were

weakness, difficulty in walking, swollen legs, anaemia and frequent

fainting.

The symptoms were typical of a Vitamin Bl (thiamine) deficiency often

known as berieberi which is word of Singhalese origin and means "I

cannot, I cannot" in reference to the weakness and listlessness.

Beri-beri was not known as a disease entity in Australia at that time
and a means of preventing it was not discovered until 20 years after

the Burke and Wills expedition.

The food used on the expedition was poor in thiamine and it is likely
that thiamine deficiency caused many of the medical problems

encountered on the journey. However, in the final few weeks at
Cooper's Creek, their diet included regular amounts of fish and nardoo

cake supplied by the local aborigines. Fish is a good source of
thiamine and therefore why did they die of thiamine deficiency? It is
likely that the cause was the eating of nardoo. Not so much the

nardoo flour which is also eaten by aborgines but the green plant, as

it was a regular practice for them to eat green native plants such as
portulaca as they were aware of the value of green plants in

preventing scurvy.

However, Marsilea has a very high level of thiaminase, an enzyme which
destroys thiamine. Its level of thiaminase is about 100 times the
level in bracken fern which is Sufficient to kill horses and pigs.

Marsilea periodically causes mass poisoning of sheep. In one incident
on the Gwydir River in N.S.W. a few years ago about 2,000 sheep died;
The sheep graze the Marsilea which grows rapidly on the flood plains.
The thiaminase activity is high enough to kill sheep in spite of the

sheep's ability to synthesise its own thiamine requirements in its
rumen.



The green Marsilea has a bland taste and is likely to have been

consumed by the explorers as a source of Vitamin C particularly as

they were aware of its importance and also aware that there was

something lacking in their diet.

In which case the cure became the killer, a situation which we

sometimes see repeated with present day drugs.

As a final thought the criticism levelled by the Royal Commission at
Wright for the tardiness shown by his relief mission may be somewhat
unjustified in the light of subsequent knowledge about the weakness

and listlessness associated with thiamine deficiency.

BARRY WHITE
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60 Varieties

Bill & Joan Taylor

1 Princetown Road

Mt. Waverley 3149
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AUSTRALIAN FERN JOURNAL

Our Fern Journal has been well received. It

contains 32 pages which an entirely devoted to

ferns with no less than 27 colour photographs as

well as black and white photos and line drawings.

The Journal contains interesting articles on
Propagation and Potting together with articles on

the ferns of Lord Howe and Norfolk Islands as well

as Coffs Harbour OLS.WJ, Anglesea (VicJ and Mt.

Kinabalu (Malaysia).

The Journal is available to members of the Fern

Society at a cost of $1.80 per copy, at the
meetings. Country members please add 60 cents

postage and all interstate members please add 65

cents postage.

Send orders to Lorraine Goudey, RJLB. 1175,
LARA 3212

CHRIS GOUDEY
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A Monograph of the Fern Genus Platycerium (Polypodiaceae)

By Elbert Hennipman and Marco C. Roos

Published 1982. North Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam. 126

pages. Soft cover. $63.

This work received a thorough review by Josephine Games in the current

issue of the Fern Gazette published by the British Pteridological
Society. Her review, however, does not mention the two species name
changes proposed by the authors nor their reduction to 15 from 18 the

total number of species generally recognized in the United States.
(Refer to the list in the Fern Growers Hanual by HoshizakiJ Name
changes are as follows:

Hennipman & Roos Hoshizaki

P. alcicorne P. vassei

P. elephantotis P. angolense

Reductions from species to subspecies (ssp) and varieties (var) are:

P. bifurcatum ssp bifurcatum var bifurcatum P. bifurcatum
P. bifurcatum ssp bifurcatum var hillii P. hillii
P. bifurcatum ssp veitchii P. veitchii
P. bifurcatum ssp willinckii P. willinckii

The description key proposed by Hennipman and R005 was found useful

for identification of the stock imported from the wild and observed
growing side by side in this reviewer's garden.

1. Shields (base fronds) up to 30 inches long, upper part elliptical,

consisting of up to four unequally shaped lobes. Fertile

(foliage) drooping (pendulous), branches (ultimate segments)
narrow to linear triangular .... ssp willinckii

l. Shields up to 20 inches long, upper part rounded to elliptical,
either entire, or strongly wavy on the margins, or forked with the
lobes linear; fertile fronds spreading or elliptical to obovate

(ovate with the narrow end basal)..u 2

2. Shields 3 to 6 inches wide, upper part elliptical with linear

lobes; fertile fronds 2 to 28 times forked, covered with silvery,
matted stellate hairs .... ssp veitchii

2. Shields 6 — 12 inches wide, upper part rounded or elliptical, the
margins distinctly wavy; fertile fronds 2 to 5 times forked,

sparsely set with stellate hairs .... 3
3. Shields with margins of upper part entire; fertile fronds all

erect, mostly symmetrical, sparsely set with stellate hairs,

branches elliptic to obovate ... ssp bifurcatum var hillii

3. Shields with margins of the upper part wavy; fertile fronds mostly
spreading, rarely symmetrical, densely set with stellate hairs,
branches linear to narrowly triangular .u. ssp bifurcatum var

bifurcatum

These subspecies and varieties comprise a vast array of staghorns

grown as garden forms, chance sporelings, cultivars of unknown origin,

meristem plants, and nondescripts of the nursery trade. The present

-monograph, nevertheless, provides a systematic overview of the genus

for juveniles and nature plants taken from the wild and with
applicability to horticultural forms as well.

RALPH H . HUGHES
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